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INFINITESIMAL VARIATIONS PRESERVING C-BOCHNER
CURVATURE TENSOR OF AN INVARIANT SUBMANIFOLD

OF A SASAKIAN MANIFOLD

By lONG 100 KIM

§ O. Introduction

Recently infinitesimal variations of invariant submanifo1ds of a Sasakian
-manifold have been studied by Yano, Ki and Pak [4J. They proved the
following:

THEOREM A [4]. If an infinitesimal isometric invariant variation of a com
pact orientable invariant submanifold of a Sasakian manifold is fiber-preserving,
;then it is f -preserving.

Since invariant submanifo1ds of a Sasakian manifold induce a Sasakian
·structure, we may consider C-Bochner curvature tensor (or contact Bochner
-curvature tensor) on the submanifo1d.

In the present paper we study infinitesimal variations preserving the
C-Bochner curvature tensor of an invariant submanifo1d of a Sasakian mani
fold, and prove Theorem 3. 2 (see § 3) by using Theorem A.

§ 1. Sasakian submanifolds of a Sasakian manifold

Let M2m+l be a (2m+ 1) -dimensional Sasakian manifold covered by a sys
tem of coordinate neighborhoods {U;,xh} and let M2m+l admits the set of
-structure tensors (Jih, gji, fi) of M2m+l, where here and in the sequel,
the indices h, i,j, .. , run over the range {I', 2', ..., (2m+ I)'}. Then we have

f/fth= -Oih+ fJh, ftf/=O, fthjt=O,
<1.1)

where jh - fig ih , and

'(1.2) Vi/h f}, Vjfih=-gjijh+o}f;

Vi denoting the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to gj;.Let
M2n+1 (n<m) be a (2n+ 1) -dimensio:J.a1 Riemanian manifold covered by a
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system of coordinate neighborhoods {V; ya} and isometrically immersed in
M2m+l by the immersion i:M21l+1 - M2m+l, where here and in the sequel,
the indices a, b, c, ... run over the range {l, 2, ... , (2n+ I)}. We identify
i(M21l+1) with M21l+1 and represent the immersion by xh=xh(ya). If we put
Bbh=ObXh, 0b=O/oyb, then Bbh are 2n+1 linearly independent vectors of
M2m+l. Denoting by gcb the Riemannian metric tensor of M21l+1, we have
gcb=gjiB/Bbi since the immersion is isometric. We denote by Cyh 2(m-n)
mutually orthogonal unit normals to M21l+1, then we have gjiBbiCyi =0 and
the metric tensor of the normal bundle of M21l+1 is given by g",y=gjiC",jC/
=o",y, O",y being the Kronecker delta, where here and in the sequel, the
indices u, v, x, y, z run over the range {(2n+2), ... , (2m+ I)}.

We denote by rj; and r:b the Christoffel symbols formed with gji and
those formed with gcb respectively and denote by rc/" the components of
the connection induced in the normal bundle of M21l+1, that is

(1. 3) rc~= (OcC} +r j1B/C/) Chx,

Chx=C/gYXgih, gYx being the contravariant components of the metric tensor
of the normal bundle. Then the van der Waerden-Bortolotti covariant der
ivatives of Bbh and Cyh are given by

VcBbh=ocBbh+ rj;B/Bbi - r~bBah

and

VcCyh=ocCl+rj;Bic/-r:"ci

respectively and the equations of Gauss and Weingarten are respectively

(1. 4)

where hcbx are components of the second fundamental tensors of M21l+1 and
hcay=hcbxgbagXY' gba being components of the metric tensor of M 211 +1.

A (2n+ 1) -dimensional submanifold M2n+l is called an invariant submani
fold of the Sasakian manifold M2m+l if the tangent space at each point of
M21l+1 is invariant under the action of fi h• Thus for an invariant submani
fold M21l+1, we have

(1. 5)

!ha and fyx being tensor fields of type (1,1) of M2n+l and of the normal
bundle of M2n+1 respectively. Putting !ha !hegea and fyx f/g",x, we have
fba=fijBbjBai and fyx-/iiCiC/ and consequently

(1. 6) !ha = - fab, fyx= - fxY"

On the other hand, putting
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-(1. 7)

we easily see from (1. 5) and (1. 7) that

(1. 8) fbefea= -Oba+ fbia, fbfx=O,

which shows that jx=O([4J). Thus (1. 7) becomes

(1. 9) jh=faBah.

From (1. 5) and (1. 9) we have the followings:

fbef/= -Oba+fbfa, f/fe=O, fef/=O,
(1. 10)

and

(1.11) fyzfzx= -oyx, fzvfyUgvu=g",.

The equations (1. 10) shows that the invariant submanifold M2n+l admits
an almost contact metric structure (fba, gcb' fa) and (1.11) mean that fyx
defines an almost Hermitian structure in the normal bundle.

Now differentiating (1. 5) and (1. 9) covariantly along M2n+1 and using
'(1. 2) , (1. 4) , (1. 5) and (1. 9), we find respectively

(1.12) Vcfba=-gcbfa+oca/b, Vcfb fCb'

(1. 13) hCbYfyx=hcexfbe, hcbxfb=O,

{1.14) Vcfyx=O.

The equation (1. 12) shows that the almost contact metric structure on
the invariant submanifold M2n+l is a Sasakian structure. On a Sasakian
manifold, it is well known that the following identites are valid:

(1. 15)

where K cb ( = Kdebd) is the Ricci tensor and Kdcba the curvature tensor of
M2n+1.

The components Bdcba of the C-Bochner curvature tensor in a Sasakian
manifold M2n+l are given by [2J:

(1.16) Bd€ba=Kdcba+ 2n~4 (KdbOca-KcbOda+gdbK/-gcbKda+Sdbfca

- Sedda+!dbS/ - fcbSda+ 2Sdc fba+2!dcSba- KdbicJa+ Keb!dfa

-fdfbK/+fcfbKda) - ;:;~ (fdbf/-fcdda+2fde/ba)
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(gd,p/- gcTfltf) + 2n~4

- gcddfa-fcf,ptf) ,

K +2n denoting by K
2n+2 '

where Scb-f/Keb, S/=Scegbe, Kca=Kcbgba and k

the scalar curvature of M2n+1.

From (1.16), we see that

(1.17) Bdcbd=O.

Transvecting (1. 16) with Kcb and using (1. 15) and (1. 17), we easily find
that

(1.18) KcbBdcba =KcbKdcba+ 1 (2nKda- KKda -4KdeK/- - KcbKcbOda
2n+4

+16n2jdfa+KcbKcbhfa) - 3~:~~n) (Kda-2nfdfa)

k-4 k
+ 2n+4 (KdQ-Koda) 2n+4 (4nhfa-Kfdfa-2niJda)~

§ 2. Infinitesimal variations of a Sasakian submanifold

Let M2n+1 be a (2n+ I)-dimensional invariant submanifold of a Sasakian.
manifold M2m+l, and consider an infinitesimal variation given by

(2.1) xk=xk+vk(y)e,

where e is an infinitesimal. Putting Bb't=o~, we have

(2.2) Bbk=Bbk+ (obv4)e.

The (2n+ 1) -linearly independent vectors Bbk are tangent to the varie<I.
submanifold at (ik). We displace Bbk back paraIIeIIy from (ih) to. (xk) ..
then we have

(2.3) Bbk=B/t+rji(x+ve) viBbie.

Thus, putting iillbk=Bbh_Bbk, we find

(2.4) oBbh= cP'bv4)e,

neglecting terms of order higher than one with respect to e, where f7bvht

= (hr;"+rjiBbJVi.
_ In the sequel we always neglect ~terms of order higher than one with.
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respect to e.
On the other hand, putting vh=v"Bah+v"'C",h, we then have

(2.5) 17bvh= (17bva-hba:;;v"') Bah+ ([7bv"'+hbazv")Cl.

Thus (2.4) can be rewritten as

(2.6)

An infinitesimal variation (2.1) carries an invariant submanifold into an
invariant one is called an invariant variation ([3J, [4J).

For an invariant submanifold M2n+l of a Sasakian manifold M2m+l, Yano
K., U-Hang Ki and ]in Suk Pak have proved the following

THEOREM 2. 1 ([4J). In order jor an infinitesimal variation oj an invariant
submanijold M2n+l to be invariant it is necessary and sufficient that

(2.7)

In this case the variations of the structure tensors of M2n+l are given by

(2.8) oib4 = [jea(l7bva-hbe",vz) -ibe(f7eva-hea:;;vz) + (fbv"-vbja)Je,

(2.9) oja=[£ja+ajaJe,

£, denoting Lie derivation with respect to v".

When an infinitesimal variation satisfies ofba=O, we say that the invariant
variation is j-preserving ([4J).

Now appling the operator 0 to gcb=gjiBiBbi and using (2.6) and the
fact that Ogji=O, we find

(2.10)

from which

(2.11)

where [7b=gbal7a and hba:;;=gbegadhed:;;.

An infinitesimal variation for which ogcb=O is said to be isometric ([3J).
Moreover, it is well known (cf. [5J) that the variations of the ChristoffeI

symbols r:. formed with gcb are given by

(2. 12) Or~h= (17F bv"+Kdcbava) e-[17c(hbezv"') +17b(hcexv"') -17e(hcbVz) Jgeae,

and the variation of the curvature tensor Kdcba . by

(2.13)
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We assume that the invariant variation of the invariant submanifold IS
isometric. Then we can find that ([4J) Or~b=O, from which

(2.14)

and consequently

(2.15)

§ 3. Infinitesimal variations preserving C-Bochner curvature

We first suppose that an infinitesimal isometric invariant variation of an
invariant submanifold M2n+l is f-preserving, that is, ofba=o.

Applying the operator 0 to frl c=l, we have by the isometricity of the
variation

(3.1)

On the other hand, applying the operator 0 to fcafc=o., we find

(3.2) fcaojc=O.

Transvecting f} to (3. 2) and taking account of (1. 8), we have

(3.3)

from which, USIng (3.1), we find

(3.4) ofc=O.

Now applying the operator 0 to (1.16), using ofba=o, (2.14), (2.15)
and (3.4), we have

(3.5)

When an infinitesimal invariant variation satisfies oBdcha=o, we say that
the invariant variation is C-Bochner preserving. Thus, from (3.5), we
have the following

PROPOSITION 3.1. If an infinitesimal isometric invariant variation of an in
variant submanifold of a Sasakian manifold is f-preserving, then it is C-Bo
chner preserving.

Next we consider converse problem of above propOSItIOn.
Applying the operator 0 to (1. 18) and using (2. 14) and (2. 15), we

find

(3.6)
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where we have put A

Since

(3.7) KcbKcb - (~:1;) 2 +4n2= IIKcb 2:+1gcbll2 + [~~~gc:;ir
we see that A in (3.6) is always positive if K:;t:2n(2n+ 1).

Hence we have

(3.8)

under the action of the C-Bochner preserving variation if K:;t:2n(2n+l) and
(3.8) implies that

(3.9) oja=O.

An infinitesimal variation which satisfies afa={3fa, {3 being a certain fun
.ction, is said to be fiber-preserving [4J. Therefore taking account of (2.9)
and (3.9), we can see that the C-Bochner preserving variation is fiber
preserving. Thus, by the help of Theorem A, we have the following

THEOREM 3. 2. If an infinitesimal isometric invariant variation of a compact
.orientable invariant submanifold of a Sasakian manifold is C-Bochner preserving
and if the scalar curvature K satisfies K:;t:2n(2n+1), then it isf-preserving.
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